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To,
Mr. Daren Tang, Director General of WIPO, International Bureau
Mrs. Reischle Matthias, Legal Officer at WIPO,
and Mrs. Agnes, The contact for all subjects related to the PCT international application
PCT/US2014/046619

Here is the most recent communication sent to the worldwide media houses, with the latest status
for both the Writ Petitions. 

I draw your attention to the four POV'S, Right perspectives for the world that I include in this
communication. FE years will be welcome by all 191 world countries, and 9 billion citizens of the
world. I received copyright from the 'Indian copyright office' for my authored work of 'Right
perspectives for the world' which include POV'S 1 to 30, and POV'S 2-1 to 2-49, 79 perspectives in
all. I will be updating my website to include these perspectives within the next few days. These will
be part of a new copyright application with Indian copyright office. 

Do not hesitate to write to me with your questions or remarks.

Srinivas S. Devathi
Inventor to patent us 8,910,998 B1, and Author
Srinivasdevathi.com, ProjectEarthling.com, Earthlingcurrency.com, Coolcartechnology.com
Transitioning the world into NEW WORLD ORDER

-------- Original Message --------

Subject:Latest status of WP 12356 of 2023 for the consent letter of Indian Government, and WP
13823 of 2023, for execution of 62 sale agreements.

Date:2023-12-01 14:49
From:projectearthling@srinivasdevathi.com

To:Srinivas@coolcartechnology.com

To,

Worldwide Media Houses

WP 12356 / 2023
The latest status of WP 12356 of 2023, for the 'Issue of Consent letter by Indian Government' can
be accessed at the website webpage: https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-consent-letter-
of-indian-government/ . Waiting to receive the 'Certified true copies' of the court orders up to date
24-11-2023, to post the WP for hearing and orders in CH-25, with IPR - Intellectual Property
Rights classification. 

https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-consent-letter-of-indian-government/
https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-consent-letter-of-indian-government/


WP 13823 / 2023
The latest status of WP 13823 of 2023 for 'Execution of 62 sale agreements' can be accessed at
the website webpage: https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-execution-of-62-sale-
agreements/ . To be posted for hearing after the disposal of WP 12356 / 2023. 

While I wait for the Consent letter, and interim relief orders in WP 13828 / 2023, I am prepared to
meet the schedule for the 'Introduction and taking live of Macro-economic reform Project
Earthling(c)' and transitioning the world into FE 'Freedom by Earthling' years, according to the
schedule published in 'Memorandum filed with the Honorable court on 4-10-2023', with the 'Project
Earthling(c)' introduction event requested to be scheduled in January 2024, say 18-1-2024.

I am hoping that the court proceedings, Honorable court orders, Respondent Union of India
coordination with WIPO, and WIPO assembly calendar align to the schedule I have outlined, with
minimal to no schedule variance.  

In this communication, I present the following four 'Right perspectives', yet to be
numbered and posted on my website. 

 

POV

 

AD V/S FE.

 
The 2023 years of AD, Anna Domini can be explained as 'Neandrathal' in nature, with minimal rise
in Intelligence, brilliance, smartness, and inventiveness coming about among humans in the last
centuries of the era. While positive energy, balanced life, functioning societies, and thriving
civilizations came and went by, it is the 'Neandrathal' nature, brutality, humanity murdered in vast
numbers, conspiracies, illegal activities, psychotic behavior that dominates this era, all stemming
from inexplicable, unfathomable ideologies of christian countries that usa, and uk are. The era is
marked with inexplicable, unimaginably eccentric and voluminous amount of racism, hatred, and
jealousy exuded by usa, and uk towards the world countries. Then you add the endless,
bottomless greed of these countries towards owning, possessing everything on planet earth, and
leave the rest of the world countries and population of the world with absolutely nothing, and not
even a decent life to live. The era ends with the out of control rouge behavior, and arrogance of
usa, uk, fully going out of bounds, with the monopolized currency of usd, resulting in them
inflicting maximum exploitation on 9 billion world citizens, and maximum extortion on 191 world
countries. Through the times, along the way, they add few other countries forcefully into their
exploitation and extortion activities. The era was fully Neandrathal and animal like for 1700 years,
and in the name of bringing an order to the world, usa, uk, unleashed their psychotic authority on
the world countries, only to keep them like order taking slaves with no outlet, resulting in over 9
billion caged human beings on planet earth.

 
An era that begins by the death of a prophet, whose life or work has no meaning of any kind, no
direction of any kind, plain simply over glorified, and over magnified, a death out of brutal torture
by lashing and crucifiction, leaves thousands of questions unanswered. The person lashed, and
crucified had nothing to contribute to the society and world by way of his work, or teachings. The
act of the prophets crucifiction evokes sympathy and sadness towards his death, and at the same
time hatred towards the people inflicting the kind of death. All of this translates to meaningless,
directionless, religion called christianity, among which usa uk turn into psychos driving out any
empathy, sympathy, emotion, good nature out of humanity.

 
The era of AD can only be explained as directionless, brutal, animal like, conflict inciting, full of
deceit, cunningness resulting in fabrication of so many non existing, never occured events, to
cheat humanity at large, and all citizens across the world countries. When usa uk reached other
countries, their thinking that the people in these regions will never know what is out there is other
regions, got into a constantly lying, constantly cheating, constantly stealing, constantly commiting

https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-execution-of-62-sale-agreements/
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fraud across the world. This built up nature and habit of usa and uk is like a stench across our
solar system and the galaxy. They take this entire stench into a puppet un, to rape and destroy
entire humanity, their societies, their culture, and their families.

 
The inexplicable ugliness of usa uk does not seem to stop at anything. From stealing wealth of all
world countries, to unleashing conspiracies, the range of which is now well known to the entire
world which has resulted in hundreds of different ways of dividing population across cities, states,
and countries, dripping with cunning nature, forcefully finding several ways of planting seeds of
doubt, and dividing people across the world in many ways not limiting to religion, sub-religion,
race, skin color, ethnic origin, language, or food habit, to make them fight and kill each other, only
to satisfy their psychotic devious diabolic selfish objectives of greed, and psychotic pleasure out of
human death.

 
The ugliness goes further into inexplicable directions to create and direct the planet, to turn
human beings into blood sucking vampires, organ harvesting psychos, torture humanity for no
reason, and murder - take the heart out to live a second life. This objective, conceptualized in last
200 years, resulted in forcing themselves into distributing, and putting poisons into anything
consumed by any citizen from across the world countries, proliferating drugs, poisons only to
contaminate all the world countries and world citizens. They have fabricated hundreds of non
existing diseases, many that have inflicted suffering, severe pain, heinous torture, and murdered
over a billion people on planet earth.

 
Where the human being on planet earth would go onto live a full life under normal circumstances,
they create several methods of murdering people for no reason at all, and reduce the life span of
citizens across world countries by inducing, creating, fabricating diseases, and murdering at will by
poisons. The Neandrathal 1700 years got even worse in the rouge, psycho, neandrathal, and
diabolical, self proclaimed old world order of usa, uk, lead 300 years, in which they ensured there
was no 'International law' in place, and they refused to recognize that there are local country laws,
and ran them over. usa, uk have broken every law in 191 world countries, tens of thousands of
times with no respect to world countries, world citizens, humanity, or human beings.

 
A Planet supposedly provided for by way of sunlight and natural habitat, given its proximity to sun,
a rare proximity that we cannot seem to find another one in our galaxy or otherwise, has been
turned into a blood sucking, you must murder to live kind of a psycho planet, in the horrible, must
be terminated AD era. This era brought inexplicable greed to humanity. This era brought
unfathomable amount of racism to the world. This era brought larger than the planet jealousy to
earth. This era brought and spread only hatred across world countries, and vast populations of the
world. The world countries, world citizens wanting to have a great, balanced, goal oriented, and
meaningful life are searching for it, and cannot seem to find it.

 
The only hatred inflicting, only venom exuding, only poison spewing, only death inflicting, only
disease inflicting, and only torture inflicting, usa, uk, and their lead AD years, era must be brought
to its end. The religion born out of a prophets brutal death, was joined by another religion with no
face to their god which could not add any meaningful value to the life on Planet earth. Few other
religions evolved, some having some meaning or direction as compared to others, and then
several incubated created fabricated religions come by across the world countries, only to be used
as a tool to divide and destroy these countries further. The AD years are horrible at best.

 
The religion that existed before AD years, Hinduism, always defined a balanced society, functioning
culture, collaborating communities, and a meaningful way of life. It is this religion that apparently
also drew too much attention and hatred from christianity that go on to make their singular
objective to terminate the religion of Hinduism by rallying alliances from other religions, for the
last 300 years. They have gone to unimaginable extents, creating so many layers of deceit, so
many fabricated conspiracies, and never occured illegal fabricated stories at the Hinduism religion,
to terminate it, eliminating the only opposition. They had a plan of terminating or controlling any
other residual religions on earth.

 



Usa uk during the AD years never solved any problems of human beings or humanity. On the
contrary they go onto create problems, create atom bomb that was only to kill millions of people,
and create 20,000 counter molecules, poisons that are supposed to kill millions of people after
inflicting severe pain, torture, in their lives, the target death count from this planned to go into
billions. usa uk, only concentrated on creating hell on planet earth, only creating problems. They
never concentrated on solving problems of humanity, human beings on planet earth. Further, they
are constantly looking to or attempting to steal and/or claim credit for the work of people from
across the world, across world countries, with their attempts known to the entire world.

 
Usa uk outlined a grand plan, of the entire planet being left as a bunch of slaves, labor slaves
taking order, and where required sex slaves catering, to their drugs, poisons driven psychotic out
of control sexual desires. The functioning human brain is lost, rather dead with the serum
technology inflicted control, inflicted on target countries, target subjects, in their plot of what was
going to allow them to control all countries, control all world citizens, kill at will, use at will, discard
at will, harvest organs at will, by putting them into life cages, fully controlled by the combination
of external and internal cages.

 
Thankfully, it is the religion of Hinduism that existed before AD years, by way of my work, that
comes to put an end to this forgetable AD era, and paves way for the 191 world countries and 9
billion citizens of the world, to move into FE 'FREEDOM BY EARTHLING' YEARS. My work, has
brought the suffering of entire humanity on this planet earth to an end. The world neutral currency
'EARTHLINGS' will put an end to the neandrathal and psychotic AD years, and will go onto define
the NEW WORLD ORDER, wherein all the councils will have representation of 191 world countries
and will work for clearly defined goals and objectives, that will deliver sustainable and comfortable
life for human beings on the planet for millenia to come.

 
The end of AD years will be declared as the 'WORLD INDEPENDENCE DAY', 1-1-1 FE year. The new
world will have 'INTERNATIONAL LAW' and 'WORLD MEDICAL LAW' in place. Countries to have
meaningful trade and business relationships with an established trade or business agreement, with
all international trade and business conducted through 'ITB, International Trade and Business
Banks'. The enforced laws will ensure 193 independent countries, independent societies,
independent cultures, independent economies that shall not be interfered with or intruded into. A
sustained balanced life is brought to this planet, with a much required 20 year ban for usa and uk
from the new world order, world councils. Finally, the 9 billion people, 191 world countries to have
peace and solace on planet Earth.

 
I attach a 'AD VS FE years comparison' document along with this communication.

 

POV

 

Extrusion machines that will enable manufacturing
of car exterior panels, with custom designed two
layers, with a dissolvable layer inbetween, will be
the procured by automotive manufacturers from
across the world.

 
Evolution, or rather assembly of Extrusion machines that will enable manufacturing of car exterior
panels, with custom designed two layers, with a dissolvable layer inbetween with thickness of the
designed fluid tight space, which will react with a solvent, dissolve and will be removed to create
the thin fluid tight space for delivering the repeatable vehicle color change technology, are
required to manufacture 'Cars with repeatable color changing technology' feature. The materials,



required properties, masterbatch composition details, engineering methods would evolve and
might be their own by each OEM, manufacturing cars. I will be incubating an automotive OEM
company manufacturing these vehicles in India, upon the conclusion of the execution of 62 sale
agreements.

 
Figure 4 disclosed in my patent us 8,910,998 B1, could now be manufactured by automotive
OEM'S by procuring specially assembled 'Extrusion machines' that enable rolling of multi-layer
source material fed into multi-hopper arrangement. The Extrusion machine must seamlessly
deliver a rolled exterior for the car, which will comprise of three distinct layers, wherein the two
outer layers seamlessly join, creating a central dissolvable layer. The rolled car exteriors will be cut
to the design specifications, subjected to other steps of machining and finishing to deliver the
exterior panel(s) for the cars being manufactured, according to production plan.

 
The steps involved in creating the exterior vehicle panels that will be made available to the
'Automotive assembly line' are the following.

 
The 'Extrusion machines' will process the feed to deliver the multi-layer exterior
vehicle panels. E.g., The doors, bonnet, roof, fender, etc.
Where there is continuous production of same vehicle panel for the production
count per day, according to the production plan, the 'dissolvable central layer' will
be intermittently fed, allowing the continuously rolled panels to be cut to the exact
specification, creating the production count of the vehicle exterior panel, the
extrusion machine must manufacture for the day.
The cut panels are subjected to other machine processing steps to make them
assembly ready.
Depending on the vehicle panel, and the design, sockets for installing the valves
will be drilled into the exterior layer of the vehicle panel.
Through the sockets, a solvent is injected into the vehicle panel slowly, according
to the expected reaction time, allowing the full reaction to take place. The solvent
will chemically react with the dissolvable layer.
The required amount of time is allowed for the full reaction to complete, which
would result in the dissolvable layer fully dissolving and forming a slurry.
Using conduits that generate suction pressure, the slurry is drawn out of the
vehicle panel, creating the fluid tight space between the two layers, according to
the design specifications.
Processing agents, or finishing agents are flown into the fluid tight space to give it
full finishing. According to design specifications, a hydrophobic coating could also
be provided to the insides of the fluid tight space.
The sockets will be installed with valves, that will form the inlet, outlet valves
giving access to the dealerships, coloriums to repeatably alter the color of the
vehicle panel, and hence the vehicle.

 

Material properties.

 
In an embodiment, the exterior layer could be 3 mm or 5 mm thick. The interior layer could be 1
or 2 mm thick. The dissolvable central layer to be 0.5 or 1 mm thick. The exterior and interior
layers are built out of the same base material fed through different hoppers, allowing them to fully
join at the edges of the vehicle panel. The materials will be a composite polymers mix with
additives to deliver specific properties, resulting in a cured, polymer resin composite vehicle panel.
The dissolvable central layer will withstand the higher temperatures of extrusion process, without
disintergrating, and will only dissolve when the reactive chemical agent, solvent is injected into the
vehicle panel.

 

Design Requirements

 



The exterior layer will have a list of properties to be built into it, such as scratch resistance,
required material strength, impact strength, transparency, additives for delivering all other
material properties such as clarity of the outer layer, for drilling fasteners, or any other properties.
The costs of the masterbatch materials going into the exterior layer hopper per kilo will be much
higher than the costs per kilo of the interior layer. The interior layer will have minimal special
requirements, and will comprise of the basic material polymers, with enough thickness to hold the
injected / disposed color. This necessitates two separate hoppers to feed the source material,
which will however seamlessly join at the edges delivering the exterior vehicle panel with
dissolvable central layer.

 
Financial metrics for production plant.

 
The automotive manufacturing plants will realize capital cost savings by decommissioning the
entire 'paint shop' from the plant. This is an estimated 30% savings in their capital cost
investment for the manufacturing plant. Replacing this, to roll out the vehicle panels, according to
design 4 of my patent us 8,910,998 B1, the extrusion machines must be installed, to deliver the
vehicle panels for all the cars manufactured at the production plant, according to the car models,
variants that are manufactured at the plant, and their annual production counts. E.g., 250,000
cars produced in an year from the manufacturing plant, few car models with few variants each.
The cost of extrusion machines ranges from 200,000 Earthlings to 2 million Earthlings. Plant
manager might consider 10 or 12 extrusion machines installation at the plant, also replacing the
sheet metal forging machine which is of significant value.

 

Installation

 
The manufactured vehicle panels, fully cured, and finished, with the valves installed are brought to
the 'Manufacturing plant assembly line' to be installed on the car frame, monocock, chassis, to
start the assembly of the full car. Rest of the maufacturing plant assembly line steps shall stay the
same, to roll out the OEM'S first 'CAR WITH REPEATABLE COLOR CHANGING FEATURE'.

 

 

POV

 

The impact of my invention publication
PCT/IB2016/050994, to the future of architectural,
design, structural, and construction engineering, for
homes and offices in extreme weather countries, in
particular for high rise constructions.

 
The transformational effects of my invention publication PCT/IB2016/050994, which includes
claims for the exemplary application of 'Thermal Insulation' for buildings, include homes, offices,
corporate building skyline, industrial buildings from across the world countries, are of very high
impact, delivering significant energy savings from heating and cooling costs. While my invention is
patent us 8,910,998 B1, for delivering 'repeatable vehicle color change feature' to vehicle owners,
the same was extended to 'Interior decor' segment to provide 'repeatable color change feature' to
odd-walls, in homes and offices.

 



The same system could be specially designed to provide 'Thermal Insulation' to homes, offices to
reduce the corresponding heating or cooling costs incurred in maintaining habitable temperatures.
The energy cost savings are very high in countries that experience extreme weather conditions,
frigid cold conditions, or desert sun extreme heat conditions, or seasonal extremeties through the
year. The energy savings will be realized by the world countries by transitioning all the homes in
their country to embrace the 'Thermal Insulation' feature published in PCT international application
PCT/IB2016/050994.

 
The same when extended for corporate offices, business district skyline cluster of buildings,
Government buildings, and industrial constructions, will deliver magnified high energy savings. The
countries that experience such extreme weather conditions, given the extreme high value of
energy savings to be realized, in the context the cumulated savings over a 100-year period, a
timeline used for business deals, agreements, will look to maximize the energy savings by
transitioning all the buildings in their country, homes, offices, by adopting an aggressive transition
plan say within ten or twenty years.

 
This publication of mine has energized many world countries that experience extreme weather
conditions to start new construction projects spanning corporate offices, business skyline in
particular, which they never started due to the extreme weather conditions in the past. The
Engineering work to come up in this decade and the next, will range the following opportunities to
realize 'Thermal Insulation' energy savings in many world countries. Firstly, 'Transitional
engineering work, to convert existing homes, offices' for installing highest grade systems described
in the publication, with highest levels of installation techniques to deliver say 75% energy cost
savings for the building.

 
Secondly, integrating the 'Thermal Insulation' factor into the established architectural design,
structural, construction, and civil / mechanical engineering methods / practices while constructing
brand new homes, offices, skyline, industrial buildings in their respective countries. Integrating
this feature of 'Thermal Insulation' for homes, and office buildings, into their study, the technical
fields of architectural engineering, construction engineering, structural / mechanical engineering,
civil engineering will evolve into next generation practices in years to come. To their
disappointment, the highest per unit corporate heating costs / air-conditioning costs that are
experienced by new york city in maintaining ambient temperature in the nyc skyline / buildings is
cumulating every day, week, month, and year.

 
They would want to re-engineer and re-work their skyline to embrace the 'Thermal insulation'
feature disclosed in my publication. The savings to be realized over next 100-years are
humongous. While nyc can hide behind 100-year old constructions reasoning for weak engineering
not integrating 'Thermal Insulation' into design, more recently commissioned buildings such as
burj dubai will experience magnified disappointment and critic for their construction work missing
the 'Thermal Insulation' related design techniques, from being integrated into the building. They
have to rework on the building for realizing thermal energy savings. Many of the other world
countries experiencing extreme weather, in Europe, Asia, other continents, can now build new
skyscrapers, a skyline of buildings, with the new engineering techniques integrating the 'Thermal
Insulation' technology.

 
The engineering teams taking up construction work will have the following foundational technical
elements, country / city conditions to take into consideration, for designing the layer providing
'Thermal Insulation'.

 
Does the city where the home, office, skyscraper, industrial construction being
planned experience seasonal weather extremeties, or round the year extreme
weather. Understand the yearly weather variations by historic weather data.
Depending on the above, a two layer system or a single layer system, wherein the
outer layer is easily detachable depending on the varying temperature conditions
during the year, could be considered.
The volume of air that must be maintained at the ambient temperature must be
factored into the calculations. The factors of number of people inside the office
building could be taken into consideration.



Using 'applied thermodynamics' understanding the gradient / differential that must
be maintained between the outside and inside of the building, the insulation
material thickness / density must be calculated.
If it is 'Transitioning an existing old building' the installation inside or outside to be
determined. And further the specific properties of the outer layer and inner layer of
the fluid tight space to hold the Thermal Insulation material, e.g., glass wool, to be
designed.
Ensuring all the corners of the building are sealed thoroughly with the insulation
material, must be taken into consideration.
If it is a new construction, right at the architectural and design engineering stage,
the central layer to provide insulation, forming a strong barrier from external
temperature conditions, must be designed and specified.
The structural and construction engineering steps and methods must be suitably
adjusted to the design, to incorporate the 'Thermal insulation' into the building to
be built.
For high rise constructions, number of floors, variations of temperature with
altitude, planned occupancy per floor, must all be factored in while building the
new skyscraper. Many world countries that have not gone on to build their own
skyline, due to their extreme weather conditions, can now start taking up projects
to build skyscrapers, or their own city skyline, by embracing the 'Thermal
Insulation' technique disclosed in the publication.

 
Valuation of the invention publication PCT/IB2016/050994.

 
The 62 countries where I have enforceable patent rights include many countries that experience
extreme weather / climatic conditions. The 'Thermal Insulation' energy savings by each of these
62 countries, at 75% efficiency could be used for the calculations. Unlike, other technologies the
implementation of which could wait, this 'Thermal Insulation energy savings realization' cannot
wait. They must be realized right now and in the immediate future. Time lost is savings lost. For
the sale, 100-years worth Thermal Insulation energy savings across the 62 countries must be
used, by factoring in currency depreciation across 100-years. E.g., 40% every 10 years, or 75%
every 20 years. This application takes the total sale price of my invention to the higher expression
ranges in the sale price table that you are familiar with, within which I have claimed the
conservative sale price.

 

 

POV

 

Serum technology grid for understanding its dangers
to humanity, 191 world countries, 9 billion people,
which will be put in its place by the 'NEW WORLD
ORDER', JUDICIAL COUNCIL, and MEDICAL COUNCIL.
The 'NEW WORLD ORDER' will protect all the 9 billion
world citizens across 191 world countries.

 
The 'Dangers of serum technology to humanity', a grid is attached with this
communication.

 
The serum technology is a danger to entire world and must be banned immediately with Judicial
council declaring usage of this technology against any person the most serious crime, to be dealt
with grave punishment, by giving instant death penalty for perpetrators. The serum technology
grid in the attachment must be understood with the diabolical devious permutations combinations,



their near infinite possibilities, many of which are used by rouge usa uk with all their psychotic
imagination, wherein the combinations include the dangerous induceable anesthetic sleep, wherein
the target person would not know anything that is done to him/her, and also the delayed death
with no traceability, in which counter molecules, poisons are absorbed into blood for preplanned
release much later.

 
Brain regions and their manipulation by serum technology, are capable of reducing the IQ of a
person significantly, diminishing the reading, writing, studying, comprehending capabilities by
many fold to severely impairing or disabling them, and further attempting to control the human
brain and life robotically. The brain region manipulation includes continuous play, replay of looping
thoughts induced, packaged to keep the target subject incompetent from concentrating on any
other work. Screenplayed set of thoughts planted in the brain is an art already mastered by rouge
usa uk. The details of 'brain regions and how they are tampered by rouge usa uk' will be detailed
by me in months to come. Another grid with details of 'counter molecules and their capability'
working against all organs and brain regions will be detailed by in months to come. All details shall
be presented to the Medical council, delegates of all 191 world countries.

 

Do not hesitate to write to me with your questions or remarks. 

Srinivas S. Devathi

Inventor & Author

Srinivasdevathi.com, Projectearthling.com, Earthlingcurrency.com, Coolcartechnology.com


